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THE NEW
TABLETOP

F O C U S I N G O N O U T D O O R D I N I N G & S A N I TAT I O N
As operators and customers alike continue

products, like flatware, have received both

to navigate changes the pandemic has

the eco-conscious and germ-free treatment.

caused in the foodservice community, we’re

Opting for reusable and recyclable cutlery

seeing a renewed interest in outdoor dining

over disposable plastics is a choice many

and, understandably, a continued focus on

customers will support.

cleanliness and sanitation.
While the future of self-service stations and
For worry-free outdoor dining, unbreakable

buffets looked rather bleak for a while, new

melamine dinnerware is the perfect choice.

products continue to be developed and

Topped off with reusable dome covers, you

released to help create a new standard of

can be sure customers will receive their food

service that comforts customers worried about

just as it was plated as well as protected from

contamination now and into the future.

the elements and air. Even often-overlooked
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Ridge Dinnerware

Grab & Go Collection

Aspire Flatware Sets

Neutral colors and textures
complement any culinary creation.

Reusable collection keeps food
safe from germs & contaminants.

A sanitary, sustainable flatware
solution ideal for carryout & dine in.

Durability
Mingle Dinnerware
Attractive swirl design draws the diner’s attention
to the center of the plate. The textured surface
maintains good looks longer and enhances the
appearance of plated foods.
•
•
•
•

 eavy-weight melamine
H
Safe for temperatures up to 212°F
Dishwasher safe and stain resistant
Most items available in Amber (13), Aqua (15),
Smoke (18), Jade (46), Fireball (52) or
Sweet Cream (53)

			

54007
54002
54001
54018
54005
54004
54003

Plate, 7"
Salad Plate, 9"
Dinner Plate, 11"
Fruit Bowl, 41⁄2 oz, 5"
Small Bowl, 20 oz, 6"
Ice Cream Bowl, 27 oz, 7"
Rimmed Soup Bowl, 281⁄2 oz, 9"

Pk

1 dz
1 dz
1 dz
4 dz
1
⁄2 dz
1 dz
1
⁄2 dz

Earth
Inspired

Ridge Dinnerware
Inspired by Earth’s natural elements, the
neutral colors and textures of this collection
complement any culinary creation. Modern,
organic shapes add visual interest.
• H
 eavy-weight melamine
• Resists staining, chipping and cracking
• Available in Cement (23), Marble (37),
Slate (38) or Soapstone (72)
			

53106
53107
53101
53104
53105
53102
53103
53110
53108
53109

Plate, 9"
Plate, 101⁄2"
Coupe Plate, 10"
Rimless Plate, 9"
Rimless Plate, 11"
Oblong Platter, 13"
Oblong Platter, 18"
Bouillon, 8 oz
Bowl, 22 oz, 67⁄8"
Bowl, 52 oz, 9"
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Pk

1 dz
1 dz
1 dz
1 dz
1 dz
1
⁄2 dz
1
⁄2 dz
2 dz
1 dz
1 dz

Durability
Six Star™ Sneeze Guard Conversion Kit
Includes sneeze guard, posts and hardware to update
your ThreeStar™ to FourStar™ Food Bar.
• A
 vailable in Brown (01), Black (03), Beige (06),
Forest Green (08), Dove Gray (23) or Slate (59)
6670

4' long

Protect your patrons
from the spread of
airborne contagions.
Checkout Shields
Easy-to-install checkout shields ensure protection of employees and customers
by separating them from sneezes or coughs during cashier transactions. The
durable, professional look lets customers know that safety is top priority.
• Includes hardware for ceiling or counter installation
• Constructed of long lasting chemical-resistant acrylic
2424CS07
3636CS07

24"w x 24"h
36"w x 36"h

Five Star™ Sneeze Guards
Designed to fit all Five Star™ buffet bars. Available in
3 different configurations to suit your needs. NSF.
• Black finish with clear acrylic shields
• Available in Black (03) or Crystal (07)
Standard Single Sided

Adjustable Single Sided

Standard Double Sided

Adjustable Double Sided

9148
9160
9172

9224
9248
9260
9272

9710
9712

9720
9722

48" long
60" long
731⁄4" long

24" long
48" long
60" long
731⁄4" long

48" long
731⁄4" long

48" long
731⁄4" long

Accessories and Replacement Parts Also Available
The New Tabletop | 5

Durability

Grab
& Go

Grab & Go Collection
Curated with the reinvention of buffet and group
dining in mind, this reusable collection keeps food safe
from germs and contaminants.
• D
 ishwasher-safe melamine bowls, SAN lids
• Available in White (W) or Black Speckled (B)
Rectangular Bowls

Lids

GG_74
GG_76
GG_96

SL74
SL76
SL96

17 oz, 7" x 41⁄4"
46 oz, 7" x 63⁄8"
251⁄2 oz, 9" x 6"

Round Bowls

GGR_3
GGR_5
GGR_6
GGR_8

4 oz, 33⁄8"
91⁄2 oz, 47⁄8"
18 oz, 6"
32 oz, 81⁄2"

SLR3
SLR5
SLR6
SLR8

Square Bowls

GGS_5
GGS_6

121⁄2 oz, 5"
27 oz, 61⁄2"

SLS5
SLS6

Universal Plate Cover

Lift Collection Domes

The perfect solution for safely delivering food to the table.
Universal crown allows for quick and easy stacking.

Elevate your culinary creations in more ways
than one. Put your creations on display as you
wow customers.

• Durable ABS plastic
• Dishwasher safe
APCU

For 10" to 111⁄2" dia Plates
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• Polycarbonate construction
LFTD8
LFTD11
LFTD12

81⁄8" dia x 65⁄8"h
11" dia x 85⁄8"h
121⁄8" dia x 91⁄8"h

Sanitary Serving
Intensity Dinnerware

Brandware® 18/0 Ecoware Flatware

Easily transitions from independent dining
to hospital care settings. Traditional, elegant
design with Zenix® mineralized dinnerware
for fine quality high shock and scratch
resistance.

Can be used as an alternative to plastic - can be re-used
or recycled. Slim embossed profile designed for added
strength and easy nesting.
• R
 ecyclable and reusable
• 18/0 stainless steel
• Pk 1 dz

• Stackable
• 10 year edge chip warranty
• Ivory
		

697 052
697 032
697 006
697 009

L8063
L8043
P0124
P0122
P1918
P0123
L6769
L8469
L7027

Knife
Fork
Teaspoon
Bouillon Spoon

Pk

Coupe Plate, 61⁄4"
Coupe Plate, 73⁄8"
Coupe Plate, 95⁄8"
Coupe Plate, 103⁄8"
Coupe Plate, 12"
Deep Plate, 251⁄4 oz, 77⁄8"
Deep Plate, 401⁄2 oz, 101⁄8"
Rectangular Platter, 133⁄4" x 93⁄8"
Wok Bowl, 433⁄4 oz, 111⁄8"

2 dz
2 dz
2 dz
1 dz
1 dz
2 dz
2 dz
1
⁄2 dz
2 dz

More items available

Safe-Serv™ Hands-Free Condiment
Stations
A cost-efficient, sanitary, and precise
condiment dispensing solution that converts
traditional hand-operated pumps to
mechanical foot-operated pumps. Exclusively
compatible with Nemco pump dispensers
10950, 10950-1, 10951 and 10951-1.
•
•
•
•

Aspire Flatware Sets
A sanitary, sustainable flatware
solution ideal for carryout, dine-in
and healthcare environments. Each
set is prepackaged and ready to use.

159867N-1
159868N-1
159869N-1
159870N-1

• R
 ecyclable and reusable
• 18/0 stainless steel
• Hammered finish
			

193-SETKFB
193-SETKF

Fork, Knife, Bouillon & Napkin
Fork, Knife, & Napkin

H
 ands-free condiment dispensing
N
 o power required
G
 o-anywhere mobility
A
 vailable for up to 4 sauces
Holds 1 Pump, 16"w x 181⁄2"d x 48"h
Holds 2 Pumps, 26"w x 181⁄2"d x 48"h
Holds 3 Pumps, 361⁄4"w x 18"d x 461⁄4"h
Holds 4 Pumps, 461⁄2"w x 18"d x 461⁄4"h

Pk

96 sets
156 sets

Condiment dispensers &
Nemco® pumps sold separately
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COCKTAILS &
MOCKTAILS

THE NEW WAVE OF MODERN MI XOLOGY
Health and wellness have been on the rise for

enjoy. Mixologists can apply their skills and

some time now, and continue to be an area

knowledge of balance and taste to create

modern consumers are drawn to. In particular,

exciting drinks that are as beautiful and tasty

the rise of alcohol-free bars serving both the

as their boozy counterparts.

sober and sober-curious customer: A place
where people can gather or meet, but without

Many restaurants have found great success

the presence of alcoholic drinks or people

with adding cocktails to their to-go menus.

consuming them.

From singles or multiple servings, customers
like being able to take home and enjoy their

Even restaurants and bars with full beer,

favorite mixed drink alongside their favorite

wine, and liquor menus are offering mocktails

meal. Even beverages with “some assembly

for customers who choose not to drink but

required”; like rimming a glass or adding a

still want a fun and interesting beverage to

garnish, can be taken home.

F E AT U R I N G
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Milk Jars

Wine Aerator

Nostalgic classic glasses for
unique cocktails.

Pour a perfectly aerated
glass of wine every time straight
from the bottle.

FreshMark™ Electric
Citrus Juicer

PAG E 1 0

Fills a glass of juice in less than
30 seconds.

Beverages To-Go
Table In A Snap
Perfect for catering, job fairs, trade shows,
parties and more. Sleek, stretch cover is
made from polyester/spandex blend fabric.

Easy to set up. Use
indoors or outdoors.

• E
 ach kit includes table and 1 stretch cover
• Rectangular cover available in Red (001),
Navy (011), Black (014), Forest Green (064),
Orange (414) or Blue (572)

TS2843014 Cocktail Table, 28" dia x 43"h, Black Cover
TS72
Rectangular Table, 6' x 30" x 30"

Quick & Easy Set Up
Infinium Classic Mason Jar & Lid
In this authentic mason jar shape, it’s easy to create fun,
laid-back cocktails in any setting where plastic is preferred.
Add a lid to pre-batch drinks and cocktails or shake mixed
drinks tableside, enhancing the guest experience.
• B
 PA-free plastic
• Lid features a plastisol liner for a tight seal
		

92455
92136

Jar, 16 oz
Gold Metal Lid

Pk

1 dz
6 dz

Mason jar shape adds
a touch of nostalgia.
Cocktails & Mocktails | 9

Beverages To-Go

Milk Jars
Repurpose these nostalgic classic glasses for unique cocktails or to bottle
fresh juices. The small bottle is the ideal size for juice on-the-go!
• L
 ids are perfect for to-go and outdoor dining

The Working Glass Collection

		

The superior and sustainable carryout beverage
solution. These durable glasses will elevate your
carryout service. Featuring an ergonomic, paneled
design for a comfortable grip and a rustic, heavy
rolled rim and lids for added safety.
• A
 ir-tight lids ensure secure transport
• L0996 includes 4 lids and 4 straws per set
• Made in America
		

13297
53195
N2513
L0996

Pk

Double Old Fashioned, 14 oz
Cooler, 21 oz
Solid Lid for 13297 & 53195
Lid & Straw Set for 53195

1 dz
1 dz
4 dz
8 sets

Pk

FK213
Milk Jar, 63⁄4 oz
FK212
Milk Jar, 103⁄4 oz
FL014
Solid Lid for FK213 & FK212
FL108	Lid w/Straw Hole for FK213 & FK212

2 dz
1 dz
1 dz
1 dz

Shaken or Stirred
Breweries and beer halls have growlers,
and now mixologists and spirits-lovers
have durable, large capacity options too.
Offering to-go cocktails or signature juices
has never been easier than with these

Swing Bottles
Paneled bottle design providing an
easy grip and vintage style. Swing
top seal keeps beverages fresh.
• Perfect for batching cocktails
• Secure lid for easy transport
• Annealed glass
		

FJ014
FJ015
FJ016

81⁄2 oz
17 oz
251⁄4 oz
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Pk

2 dz
1 dz
6 ea

cool, crafty glass vessels in every size you
need. Using large glass bottles for tableside
beverage service is also a great way to help
reduce the number of trips servers need to
make to each table.

Mixology Essentials
Freshforce™ Citrus Juicer
Unique dual gear mechanism
produces up to 20% more juice
than conventional juicers.
• Durable GF-filled nylon
• Strains pulp and seeds
102-159-017

Low platform to tip kegs
on and off the scale.
Digital Keg Scale
Ensure accurate inventory of your draft
beer with this heavy-duty digital scale.

Vacuum Pump Wine Preserver
with Stopper
Removes air from the bottle to extend the
life and enjoyment of your wine.

•
•
•
•

16" dia stainless steel platform
Auto-off/disable auto-off features
IPX5 waterproof rated
O
 perates on AC adapter (included) or
4 AA batteries (sold separately)

5265117

440 lb x 5 oz

• Pump handle for easy operation
• Black ABS construction with stainless
steel accents

R3-15610FS
5262463

Wine Vacuum Pump w/1 Stopper
Replacement Stoppers, Pk 10

Wine Aerator
Pour a perfectly aerated glass of wine
every time straight from the bottle,
improving the wine's flavor on the way.
• Securely fits all wine bottle types
• Drip-free pouring
• 10 year warranty
W6127N

Palate
Perfect

Barback Tools

Behind every successful bar are the
tried-and-true favorites. These must-have
accessories will improve productivity and
help make the most out of your beverage
program. High-quality small bar equipment
is essential to produce the most consistent
drinks and help reduce food waste.
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Mixology Essentials
FreshMark™ Electric Citrus Juicer
Fills a glass of juice in less than 30 seconds and
features an exceptionally quiet motor. Juice bowl collar
protects housing and adds stability. NSF, cULus.
• Cast

aluminum base with
acid-resistant finish
• E
 xtra-large stainless steel bowl
• 3
 sizes of reinforced reamers included
• Sealed

on/off push button switch
• 2
 year parts and labor ExpressCare
Replacement Warranty
HCJ967

101⁄4"w x 10"d x 181⁄2"h

Tango® High-Performance
Bar Blender
Powerful 2.4 hp peak input motor
combined with Wave~Action® jar and
blade deliver ultra-smooth results. An
adjustable timer frees up the operator
to do other tasks. Durable and
easy-to-use sealed switches ensure
long life. NSF, cETLus.
• Triple-sealed, leak-resistant lid
• All-metal drive coupling
• Stackable 48 oz BPA free
co-polyester container
• 2 year parts and labor ExpressCare
Replacement Warranty
HBH455

otto™ The Juice Extractor
Powerful, yet quiet brushless induction
motor with dual cooling fans designed for
continuous use. Unique, funnel-shaped
spout allows for 360° rotation to reduce
splashes and drips.
• L
 arge, 3" diameter feed chute reduces
prep time
• Ergonomic Tritan™ food pusher
• Includes 13 qt pulp bin
• 2
 year parts and labor ExpressCare
Replacement Warranty
HJE960

Grown by Nature
12 | Cocktails & Mocktails

DINING TO-GO

O R G A N I Z AT I O N & C U S TO M E R S AT I S FA C T I O N
As local and state regulations for both indoor

to-go offerings to the next level. Holding carts

and outdoor dining continue to change, delivery

and cabinets are mostly used for catering. But,

and curbside pickup have mostly been a reliable

they also make the perfect holding place for

constant. Since these two streams also show no

orders ready and waiting to be picked up. Setting

sign of slowing down, it’s a good idea to consider

up dedicated stations for pickup orders can also

how you can upgrade the processes you have in

help keep your front of house organized, and help

place. Makeshift setups worked in a pinch, but

minimize confusion for customers and delivery

in order to continue providing quality food and

drivers. Insulated delivery bags are now a must-

service to all of your guests, it may be time to

have accessory to ensure food quality during the

make the switch to specialized pieces.

trip to customers’ doors.

For both hot and cold menu items there are a
variety of options, from big to small, to take your

F E AT U R I N G
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PAG E 1 7

Pro Cart Ultra®

Rapid Response™ Order
Pickup Carts

Proex Disposable
Food Containers

Upgrade your order pickup operation.

Convenient for grab-and-go
applications.

Dual compartments for holding a
variety of menu items.

Holding & Staging

The Last Mile
With the continued growth of delivery and
carryout, it's important to do everything
you can to ensure customer satisfaction.
Smart holding, both while food is waiting
and during delivery, is a crucial step to

Pizza Bags
Insulated pizza bags help maintain food
quality and temperature during transport.
Durable, stain-resistant nylon outer shell and
interior with moisture-free insulation and lining.
• C
 lear ticket window for quick identification
• Hanging loop for storage
• Heavy-duty 11/2" dual strap
PB17
PB20-6
PB25
PB20-12

maintaining food quality. Insulated delivery
bags help retain temperature when food has
left your establishment. Warming cabinets
are perfect to hold ready orders, but also to

Holds (4) 12" or (3) 14" Pizza Boxes
Holds (3) 16" or (3) 18" Pizza Boxes
Holds (2) 24" Pizza Boxes
Holds (6) 16" or (6) 18" Pizza Boxes

drive impulse grab-and-go purchases.

It's Show Time
Countertop Warming Displays
Showcase your menu selections in these attractive and
versatile countertop displays. cULus, UL EPH.
•
•
•
•
•
•

F
 ully panoramic, LED-illuminated display
P
 recise control of temperature with electronic thermostat
V
 entilated fire stone heating system: 68° to 194°F
S
 tainless steel interior
301⁄2"l x 193⁄8"d
120V

Self Service - Black Enamel Exterior

WD-780B-2/1-SS-SL 2 Slanted Shelves, Holds 4 Half Size
or 2 Full Size Sheet Pans, 183⁄4"h

Self-Service Warming Display
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Ideal for grab-and-go, curbside,
pick-up, takeaway and cafes.

Operator Service - Black or Stainless Steel Exterior

WD-780-2/1
WD-780-3/1

2 Shelves, Holds 4 Half Size
or 2 Full Size Sheet Pans, 183⁄4"h
3 Shelves, Holds 6 Half Size
or 3 Full Size Sheet Pans, 251⁄4"h

Holding & Staging

Keep It Rollin'
Pro Cart Ultra®

Camshelving® Premium Series Flex Stations

Dual compartments for holding a variety of menu items, including both
hot and cold foods. Polyethylene exterior is rust-proof and dent-resistant.
Adjustable stainless steel universal rails accomodate GN food pans, sheet
pans, trays and large pizza boxes. cETLus.

The ideal solution for various takeout, delivery and curbside staging needs.
Accessorize with Cambro food pans, food boxes, GoBags® and GoBoxes®
to maximize capacity and food quality. Organize your station and reduce
handling using included ID tags. NSF components.

• Magnetic quick-close on door
• Heavy-duty 6" non-marking casters
• Available in Charcoal

• Speckled Gray
• 48"l x 24"d

Non-Electric

PCULP615
PCUPP615

Passive, Low Profile, 28"w x 353⁄4"d x 40"h
Passive, Tall Profile, 28"w x 353⁄4"d x 66"h

Electric

PCUHH615
PCUCC615
PCUHC615
PCUCH615
PCUPH615
PCUPC615
PCULH615
PCULC615

Hot/Hot, Tall Profile, 28"w x 353⁄4"d x 66"h
Cold/Cold, Tall Profile, 28"w x 361⁄2"d x 66"h
Hot/Cold, Tall Profile, 28"w x 361⁄2"d x 66"h
Cold/Hot, Tall Profile, 28"w x 361⁄2"d x 66"h
Passive/Hot, Tall Profile, 28"w x 353⁄4"d x 66"h
Passive/Cold, Tall Profile, 28"w x 361⁄2"d x 66"h
Hot, Low Profile, 28"w x 355⁄8"d x 40"h
Cold, Low Profile, 28"w x 361⁄2"d x 40"h

CPM244867FX1480
CPM244867FX2480
CPM244867FX3480
CPM244875FX4480
CPM244875FX5480

4 Tiers w/Angled Divider Bars, 67"h
1 Solid Shelf, 3 Tiers w/Angled Dividers Bars, 67"h
4 Solid Shelves w/Divider Panels, 67"h
4 Solid Shelves w/Divider Panels, 75"h
2 Solid Shelves, 3 Tiers w/Angled Divider Bars, 75"h

Numerous configurations
to suit your needs.
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Must-Have Tools

Easy and economical
carry-out and curbside
pick up system.

Dexter CoolBlue®
Heat-Resistant Tools
The first professional,
heat-resistant turner with a
handle that takes the heat and keeps it cool. Combine superior handle,
heat resistance, precision grinding, beveled edges, just-right flexibility
and made in the USA into one grilling tool. Now that's cool. NSF.
• H
 eat resistant handle withstands temperature up to 500°F
• Tested and proven Dexter texture for sure grip
19673H
19723H
19703H
19693H

Fish Turner, Slotted, 61⁄2" x 3"
Hamburger Turner, Solid, 5" x 4"
Grill Turner, Perforated, 8" x 3"
Grill Turner, Solid, 8" x 3"

19603H
14443H
18023H

Griddle Scraper, 3"
Cooks Fork, 13" long
Pizza Cutter, 4" dia

Sani Safe® Pizza Cutters
The textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-clean polypropylene handle withstands both
high and low temperatures. An impervious blade-to-handle seal provides the
utmost in sanitary performance. Blades are manufactured from quality stain-free,
high-carbon steel, are individually ground and honed, and excel in commercial use.

Rapid Response™ Order Pickup Carts
Upgrade your order pickup operation and provide easy recognition for
drivers and patrons. Features a high-visibility sturdy bright orange
all-weather vinyl cover with velcro-closure front flap and graphics.

• Made in USA

• Durable all-welded stainless steel construction
• (3) 151⁄2" x 24" solid shelves
• All-swivel casters (2 braking) for easy mobility

18043
18023

160553
160554

23⁄4" dia Blade
4" dia Blade
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Curbside Pickup Graphics
Carry Out Graphics

Sanitation & Efficiency

Proex Disposable Food Containers
Designed to serve, reheat and store both hot and cold food. Convenient for
grab-and-go applications in restaurants, hospitals, cafeterias or schools.

Mobile Hand Sink

• Microwaveable
• Black containers

An efficient solution for areas with
restricted or limited availability to
plumbing. NSF.

1-Compartment		

• 6
 " boxed backsplash
• 5 gallon clean water storage and
6 gallon waste water storage
• 6" mixing faucet
• Lifetime warranty against
corrosion

2-Compartment

STCT-BHD2436PUMP-WH
261⁄8"w x 24"d x 44"h

DXMW512PBLK
DXMW516PBLK
DXMW4016PBLK
DXMW810PBLK
DXMW812PBLK

Pk

12 oz, 5.654" x 5.654" x 1.625"
16 oz, 5.654" x 5.654" x 2.25"
16 oz, 7.803" x 6.027" x 1.33"
32 oz, 9.505" x 5.942" x 1.875"

500 ea
500 ea
250 ea
250 ea

18 & 10 oz, 9.505" x 5.942" x 1.875"

250 ea

12 oz, 8.062" x 5.45" x 1.2"
16 oz, 8.062" x 5.45" x 1.5"

250 ea
250 ea

Casserole Dishes

DXMW912PBLK
DXMW916PBLK

Lids also available

SuzyQ™ Meal Serving Carts

Hand Sanitizer Dispenser w/Stand

The ideal solution for providing a person-centered dining environment for
senior care communities. Create positive interactions and serve hotter food in
personalized serving sizes. Fast, efficient and hot meal delivery provides greater
satisfaction and less food waste. NSF.

Includes a hand sanitizer dispenser with a plastic
drip tray and an adjustable stand.

• P
 erfect for in-room dining or communal settings
• Sneeze guard available
• Laminate or magnetic graphic panels available

• Use with gel or liquid sanitizer

DISP-01

6754

( 1) 4⁄3 Size Heated Well, 4 Interior Ledges for 15" x 20" Trays,
261⁄2"w x 453⁄8"d x 35"h
6755	2 Heated Wells, 2 Drawers for Full Size Pans,
34"w x 413⁄8"d x 35"h

Portable setup is easy to move
where you need it.
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Efficiency
Curbside Pick-Up Delivery Cart
An efficient solution for online order picking to streamline the process and
increase production. The perfect work station, with a writing utensil tray,
paper bag holder and hooks for plastic bags. NSF.

Store & More
Enclosed Mobile Cabinet
Perfect for meal delivery, this cabinet
stores and transports goods and
slows down dehydration. All-welded,
reinforced aluminum construction
(non-insulated). NSF.

• Lightweight aluminium construction
• Two shelves for additional storage
• Bumpers prevent damage to store fixtures
ALMCS-36-224-RCUH-HF
24"w x 453⁄4"l x 261⁄4"h

•
•
•
•

An innovative
work station for
orders on the go.

EC1840-C
21"w x 27"d x 68"h

Combination Heater/
Proofer Cabinets
Keeps food warm waiting for
pick up and evenly distributes
heat. NSF, ETLus.

Portion Control Scale
Weighs pizza as you add ingredients. The 131⁄2" x 113⁄5" stainless
steel platform fits a standard 12" pizza. NSF.
•
•
•
•

13⁄8" backlit LCD display
Low battery and overload indicators
E xternal tare button
Rechareable battery and AC adaptor included

TE10PZR

10 lb x 0.05 oz
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Holds (40) 18" x 26" pans
11⁄2" spacing between runners
5" swivel casters
Lifetime guarantee against rust or
corrosion

• Holds (35) 18" x 26" pans
• Heavy duty aluminum
construction (non-insulated)
• Cabinet door opens at 270º
• 21"w x 303⁄4"l x 661⁄2"h
• Removable drawer
NHPL-1836-ECOC
NHPL-1836C-DGT

w/Analog Drawer
w/Digital Drawer

GHOST KITCHENS

THOUGHTFUL BUILD-OUTS TO MAXIMIZE SUCCESS
Hand-in-hand with the rise in need for delivery

durable basics that are useful when working

and carryout comes a growth in the prevalence,

with a variety of cuisines and will last for years to

and usefulness of, ghost kitchens. Whether

come. From prep to food safety, good tools will

they’re a shared building for multiple users or

save you valuable time and help cut down on food

occupied by a single business, maximizing the

waste. Another smart choice: hands-free faucets

use of space is essential. Remember to build

to help reduce the risk of germ transmission.

up by taking advantage of vertical areas and
using wall space for storage whenever possible.

Successful food delivery is another main purpose

Countertop space is also in demand, so any small

of many ghost kitchens. Insulated food holding

equipment you stock should be sleek, compact,

and transporting pieces are absolute must-

and multifunctional.

haves to preserve food quality. Adding tamperevident labels to your packaging is a final touch

Ghost kitchens are all about volume and

customers will absolutely appreciate.

production. Make sure you choose high-quality,
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StaySafe
Tamper-Evident Labels

Grand Gourmet Cookware

ChekPoint™ Gooseneck
Electronic Sensor Faucets

Take the worry out of delivery and
offer customers peace of mind.

Perfect for use on any type of
stove, including induction.

Greatly reduce contamination and
helps protect everyone's health.

Food Safety

GoBag® Insulated Food Carriers
High-density insulation keeps temperature in the safe zone during
both holding and transport to the customer, whether it’s picked up
curbside or delivered to their door. Folding bags feature easy-to-clean
vinyl interiors.
• T
 hick, sturdy nylon fabric
• Heavy-duty sewn-in nylon straps
• A
 vailable in Red (521) and Black (110)
Folding

GBD101011
GBD121515
GBD211417

Small, 10" x 10" x 11"
Medium, 12" x 15" x 15"
Large, 21" x 14" x 17"

Top Loading

Go-Go Gadgets

GBD151212
Sandwich Bag, 15" x 12" x 12"
GBD13913
Small, 13" x 9" x 13"
GBD181412
Jumbo, 18" x 14" x 12"
GBD211414	
Large, 21" x 14" x 14", w/Thermal Divider
GBD211517
Stadium Bag, 21" x 15" x 17"
Delivery Backpacks

GBBP111417
GBBP151417

Small, 11" x 14" x 17"
Large, 15" x 14" x 17"

Cam GoBox® Insulated Pan Carriers
Ultra lightweight transporters that offer superior temperature retention and excellent durability
at a budget-friendly price. Great for multiple stops, large events or holding food for pickup. NSF.
• Keeps food at safe temperatures for 4 hours or more
• Made of expanded polypropylene (EPP)
• Beverage cup holders fit into any top loading GoBox®
Top Loading

EPP140SW110
Holds up to (1) 4"d Full Size Pan
EPP160SW110
Holds up to (1) 6"d Full Size Pan
EPP180SW110
Holds up to (1) 8"d Full Size Pan
EPP180LHSW110	
Holds up to (1) 8"d Full Size Pan, w/Large Handles
EPP260SW110
Holds up to (1) 6"d Half Size Pan
EPP280SW110
Holds up to (1) 8"d Half Size Pan
EPP280WSTSW110	Holds up to (1) 8"d Half Size Pan ,w/Carrying Strap
EPPMBWSTSW110 Milk Crate Box w/Carrying Strap,
Holds (1) 13" x 13" x 11"h Milk Crate
Beverage Cup Holders

EPPBEVH2110
Holds up to (6) 8 to 32 oz Drinks,
EPPBEVH5110	
Holds up to (15) 8 to 32 oz Drinks
Front Loading

EPP300110
EPP400110

Holds up to (3) 4"d Full Size Pans
Holds up to (4) 4"d Full Size Pans

Camdolly®

CDC300358	
Fits All Cam GoBoxes
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StaySafe Tamper-Evident Labels
Take the worry out of delivery and offer customers peace
of mind. Labels are perforated to break and indicate if
someone has tried to open a container.
• Convenient dispenser packaging
• 250 labels per pack
• Pk 6 ea
26SSTELB6250

11⁄2" x 6"

BigRig™ Immersion Blenders

Food Safety

Offers portability and versatility to create large
batches of recipes without sacrificing time or
quality. Continuous run operation for high-volume
blending of large quantities while creating fewer
containers and pots to wash.
• C
 omfortable 2-position handle and ergonomic
shaft grip
• Variable speed ThumbDrive™ with
color-coded light for immediate feedback
• Easy-to-clean stainless steel shaft is completely
sealed and removable
• 2 year parts and labor ExpressCare
Replacement Warranty
HMI012
HMI014
HMI016
HMI018
HMI021

12" Shaft
14" Shaft
16" Shaft
18" Shaft
21" Shaft

Sani Safe® Cutlery
A textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-clean polypropylene handle withstands both
high and low temperatures. An impervious blade-to-handle seal provides the
utmost in sanitary performance. Blades are manufactured from proprietary
DEXSTEEL® stain free, high-carbon steel, are individually ground and honed,
and excel in commercial use. NSF.
• Made in USA

Heat & Eat
Let the quality of your food shine through!
Microwaveable containers with clear, antifog dome lids and sturdy bases are ready
for whatever you dish out. Customers will
appreciate the convenience of being able
to store and reheat leftovers in the same
vessel. High capacity containers are perfect
for packaging family-style carryout meals.

10473
Oyster, New Haven, 23⁄4"
10493
Oyster, Boston, 3"
10503
Oyster, Galveston, 4"
18213	Sandwich Spreader,
Scalloped, 31⁄2"
15303
Cook’s Style Paring, 31⁄4"
09463
Vegetable/Produce, 6"
13303
Utility, Scalloped, 6"
13483
Utility, Scalloped, 8"

12443
Cook’s, 8"
12433
Cook’s, 10"
01563
Boning, Narrow, 6"
04133
Butcher, 8"
18173
Bread, Scalloped, 10"
13583
Offset Slicer, Scalloped, 9"
13463
Roast Slicer, Scalloped, 12"
08253
Cleaver, 7"
19783	
Dough Cutter/Scraper, 6" x 3"

Traditional® Turners
A broad selection of kitchen tools that are critical to
food preparation and serving. Precision grinding creates
specific flex points for varying degrees of flexibility.
• High quality stainless steel blades
• Rosewood handles
• Made in USA
19780
19800
19690
19710
19700

Hamburger Turner, 5" x 4"
Hamburger Turner, 6" x 5"
Grill Turner, 8" x 3"
Square Turner, 8" x 3"
Turner, 8" x 3", Offset, Perforated
More items available
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Kitchen Secrets

PrimaVac™ In-Chamber Vacuum Sealers

Multifunctional

Great for food preservation, flavor infusion, sous
vide cooking and more. Function select and pump
select controls for customizing vacuum sealing,
soft air and heat bar cooling times. cETLus, NSF.

A vacuum sealing machine will easily
earn its place on your countertop. From
preserving food to preventing waste to
the magic of sous vide cooking, the uses
are endless! Small cooking equipment
with the adaptability to produce a variety

 emovable heat seal bar and filler plate
R
Clear lid for viewing
10 custom programs
2 year parts & labor warranty

HVC254 10" Seal Bar, Fits up to
10" x 13" Bags

of menu items and the capability for

HVC305 12" Seal Bar, Fits up to
12" x 14" Bags

high-volume production is another

HVC406 16" Seal Bar, Fits up to
16" x 20" Bags

valuable asset.

Vitroceramic Speed Grills
Virtually smokeless, these grills are ideal for display cooking, banquets and
catering. Removable toasting collar for faster toasting, warming and cooking.
Robust, heavy-duty construction with extra high-power output for faster
preheat and cook times. cULus, UL/EPH.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Thermostatically controlled to 570°F
3-position electronic timer
Vitroceramic cooking plates are easy to clean
Removable crumb drawer

PANINI-VG
PANINI-VG/1
DIABLO VG

Single, 16"w, 208/240V
Single, 16"w, 120V
Double, 32"w, 208/240V

High speed sandwich
making for grab-n-go,
curbside and takeaway.
Perfect for limited menu,
smaller, cuisine-focused
restaurants.
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Induction Cookers
Stir fry, sauté and cooking or hold sauces with ease. The superior airflow
and 2 cooling fans permit all day use while keeping your cooking area cool.
90% energy efficient. cETus, ETL Sanitation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 zone
20 power levels and timer
E
 asy-to-clean capacitive touch controls
Stainless steel casing
Removable air filter
251/2"w x 16"d x 33/4"h
208/240V

GL2-3500
GL2-5000
GL2-6000
GL2-7000

Single Panini Speed Grill

3500W
5000W
6000W
7000W

Shown with SAV-G PALI Ventless Hood

Prep &
Create

Grand Gourmet Cookware
Perfect for use on any type of stove,
including induction. Durable construction
with reinforced upper edges. Limited lifetime
warranty. NSF.
•
•
•
•

18/10 stainless steel
Ergonomic stay-cool handles
Dishwasher-safe
Made in Italy

Stock Pots

11101-20
11101-24
11101-28
11101-32
11101-36
11101-40
11101-45

Sauce Pots

61⁄2 qt
101⁄2 qt
171⁄2" qt
253⁄8 qt
38 qt
53 qt
74 qt

Sauce Pans

11106-16
11106-20
11106-24

21⁄4 qt
41⁄4 qt
67⁄8 qt

Paella Pans

11115-24
11115-28
11115-32

Tools of the Trade

91⁄2" dia
11" dia
121⁄2" dia

11107-28
11107-36

111⁄2 qt
231⁄4 qt

Sauté Pans

11108-24
11108-28

41⁄2 qt
7 qt

Braziers

11109-40
11109-45

205⁄8 qt
281⁄2 qt

Frying Pans

11114-20
11114-24
11114-28

7⅞" dia
91⁄2" dia
11" dia

Non-Stick Frying Pans

11117-20
11117-24

77⁄8" dia
91⁄2" dia

Black Steel Frying Pans

Triple-Ply Frying Pans

Naturally non-stick after seasoning and
repeated use. Performs extremely well
under high heat, and suitable with all
heat sources, including induction.

3-ply construction is compatible with all
heat sources, including induction.
•
•
•
•

• Limited lifetime warranty
A4171614

51⁄2" dia

A4171616
A4171618
A4171620
A4171622
A4171624
A4171626

61⁄4" dia
71⁄8" dia
77⁄8" dia
85⁄8" dia
91⁄2" dia
101⁄4" dia

A4171628
A4171630
A4171632
A4171636
A4171640
A4171645

11" dia
117⁄8" dia
121⁄2" dia
141⁄8" dia
153⁄4" dia
173⁄4" dia

Mirror-polished 18/10 stainless steel
E
 rgonomic stay-cool hollow handles
Limited lifetime warranty
M
 ade in Italy

Natural

Non-Stick

12514-20
12514-24
12514-26
12514-28
12514-32
12514-36

-12517-24
12517-26
12517-28
12517-32
12517-36

77⁄8" dia
91⁄2" dia
101⁄4" dia
11" dia
121⁄2" dia
141⁄8" dia
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Tools of the Trade
Portion Control Scale
Removable 51⁄4" x 51⁄4" stainless steel
platform with marine edge. NSF.
•
•
•
•
•

LCD display
Tare and hold function
Auto-off and disable auto-off feature
S/S platform
(2) AAA bateries included

TE11FTP	11 lb x 0.1 oz, 176 oz x 0.05 oz

SleekStor® Pinch + Pour™
Measuring Set w/Lids

Waterproof Folding
Thermocouple Thermometers
Includes black nylon case with
Safe-T-Guard™ protection that inhibits
the growth of bacterial odor and mold
on the case. NSF.
• -40° to 572°F range
• 1.5mm step-down probe
• R
 ecalibratable

9868FDA
5256860

Yellow
Red

Made entirely of a translucent silicone
to make measuring, heating, and
pouring easier. Simply pinch to create
a pour spout. Mix dressings, sauces,
and batters and easily store
leftovers with the included lids.

Digital Refrigerator/Freezer
Thermometer
Oversized 2" LCD display shows the
min/max temperatures, current
temperature, and battery level for
at-a-glance viewing. Safe Zones are
conveniently printed on the thermometer
for easy reference.

• Microwave safe
• Oven safe up to 400°F
• Easy label lids
102-918-268

1, 2 and 4 Cup

• M
 ounts with removable
suction cup or a clip
5262798

HACCP-Ready
Ghost kitchens are still kitchens, and food
safety and accuracy are still top priorities.
From measuring portions and ingredients to
monitoring temperatures, you need the right
tool for the job. Using wall-mounted racks
for storage is a smart idea that doesn't take
up valuable floor space.

-4° to 140°F

Holding Thermometers
From prep to service, ensure your food is
held safely. Stay on top of your food’s internal
temperature with the right thermometer for the
task. Maintain holding temperatures for hot food
at 140°F or above and cold food at 40°F or lower.
Easy-to-read dial thermometers are color-coded
for quick identification of safe temperatures. CE.
• Color-coded for safe temperature zone
• 21/2" dial
5980N
5981N

Hot, 100° to 180°F
Cold, -30° to 70°F
Many more timers and thermometers also available
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Space Savers
Universal Carts

Order Pick-Up Stations

Accepts many different sizes of platters,
pans, boxes, and lugs. NSF.

Perfect to keep your mobile and online
pick-up orders organized and ready to go.
Mobile units provide additional flexibility.

• 5" swivel casters
• Lifetime guarantee against rust and
corrosion and also carry a 5 year
guarantee against workmanship and
material defects
1356
1357
1358

6 Shelves, 207⁄8"w x 27"d x 67"h
7 Shelves, 281⁄2"w x 32"d x 69"h
8 Shelves, 207⁄8"w x 27"d x 67"h

• Solid aluminum construction
• 4 tier, adjustable solid shelves
• 5 year guarantee against material and
manufacturing defects and lifetime
guarantee against rust and corrosion
Stationary

53314
53316

30"w x 133⁄4"d x 60"h
42"w x 133⁄4"d x 60"h

Mobile

53315
53317

30"w x 16"d x 60"h
42"w x 16"d x 60"h

Accessories

LABELHOLDERPACK

Label Holders,
3" x 11⁄4", Pk 4

Sheet Pan Rack
This wall-mount unit takes up less space
than a mobile rack. Lifetime guarantee
against rust and corrosion. Made in USA.
• A
 ccommodates (6) 18" x 26" sheet pans
• 3" runner spacing
98138

Choose pieces that capitalize
on vertical space for more
efficient storage.

283⁄8"w x 18"d x 21"h

Wall Mount Dish Rack Holder
Keeps racks easily accessible above sinks, tables and bussing
stations. 5 year guarantee against material defects and workmanship.
Lifetime guarantee against rust and corrosion.
• Accommodates (13) 20" x 20" racks
• 41⁄2" runner spacing

52924

611/2"w x 221/2"d x 18"h
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Hygiene

From foot pedals to electronic sensors,
touchless faucets are a smart choice.

Foot-Operated Faucet
Foot-operated faucet helps keep germs
from spreading through hand contact.
Floor mounted double pedal valve. Polished
chrome plated brass elbow, pedal valve and
tubular spout.
• 2.20 GPM @ 60 psi
• 6" rigid gooseneck
B-0502-537K

Swivel Gooseneck

Swing Nozzle

Wall/Splash Mount Faucets
Lever handles with antimicrobial coating and color
coded indexes.
B-1146-02ACR-AM 43⁄8" Swivel Gooseneck, 4" Centers
B-0231-AM
12" Swing Nozzle, 8" Centers

ChekPoint™ Gooseneck
Electronic Sensor Faucets
It's easy to see how quickly germs can spread when
multiple employees and customers touch the same
faucet handle. With a hands-free faucet, the risk of
contamination is greatly reduced and helps protect
everyone's health. cULus, CSAus.
•
•
•
•

Hands-Free
Clean
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 olished chrome plated brass body
P
Gooseneck spout
Vandal-resistant aerator
ADA Compliant

EC-3105
EC-3107

Center Wall Mount

4" Center Wall Mount
4" Deck Mount

Hydro-Generator Power Supply

EC-3105-HG
4" Center Wall Mount
EC-3107-HG	
4" Deck Mount
Deck Mount

FOODIE FORECASTING
HOPE FOR THE FUTURE

The foodservice industry continues to adapt and

Durability and safety don’t have to come at the cost

grow, showing resilience in the face of never-

of good looks through. No matter what aesthetic or

before-seen uncertainty and change. The first year

cuisine you want to complement, you can find just

of our new decade presented challenges both to

the right tabletop accessories for the job.

the foodservice and hospitality industries unlike
no other. Unfortunately, many establishments

Consumers’ focus on wellness has continued to

have been unable to stay open in the face of these

trend for years, and 2021 is no exception. However

issues. But food culture and dining out are too much

currently, instead of just healthy eating, healthy

ingrained the fabric into our society for anyone to

habits—especially when it comes to the beverage

give up without a fight. Even as some restaurants

side of foodservice—are also on the rise. From

are sadly forced to close, others are finding

reduced consumption of alcohol to new spaces

success in new ways. Industry trends will always

for sober patrons to relax and enjoy themselves,

come and go, but the creativity and ingenuity of the

customers are generally excited to explore all the

foodservice industry are here to stay. Trends for this

new and interesting options available.

new year truly look to the future like never before,
while continuing to redefine old standards.

This next year certainly brings the promise of
hope for more positive change, even though the

Across the board, we’re seeing a emergence of a

timeline may still be uncertain. Operators and their

new tabletop, with a primary focus on the growth of

customers will continue to adapt to whatever curve

outdoor dining. The safety of both clients and staff

balls are thrown their way...all while dreaming and

is at the forefront of many minds, and new products

looking forward to the time when we can get back

continue to roll out are designed to that help give

to normal, and back to freely enjoying the act of

everyone peace of mind.

dining out with friends and family.

www.acorndistributors.com
5820 Fortune Circle West Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46241
P: 317-243-9234

5310 Crosswind Drive
Columbus, OH 43228
P: 614-294-6444

For industry updates and tips, join us on Facebook
at www.facebook.com/acorndistributorsinc
SOME ITEMS MAY NEED TO BE SPECIAL ORDERED
Allow 2-4 weeks delivery on special order items.
Every effort has been made to verify the accuracy of all data contained in this
publication, however, we cannot assume responsibility for errors or omissions.
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Look Inside for the Current Trends Dominating the Foodservice Industry
THE NEW TABLETOP • COCK TAILS & MOCK TAILS • DINING TO-GO

• GHOST KITCHENS

